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[How is this part possible. You are on Earth;] … and you have an assigned house; that you haven’t yet 

earned and haven’t yet earned in your long er future.  You are not sure who the real owner is; and so it’s 

almost like stealing. The house is very large; and likely too large in the future of modern culture for one 

person that does not also or at least work in it; or out of it. 

But you still have a job.  The job offers compensation. The first person that hires you at the job is the 

opposite of your gender and after you get the job; or it’s your job; so after you start your job; that 

person disappears. & is not replaced right away.  

In Investigation Units: On surveillance tapes; the first thing I would do, since everything else like this so 

far is hanging aire; is locate where the … that first person hiring is [or went to, was].  

Regular awareness: when you get hired; the person[s] in the hiring process; has-have access to all of 

your information if even they are illiterate; and singularly or singular [one group] plural-ly, especially if 

you didn’t buy your house or its contained equivalent [that is no other group other than yourself yet in 

your working time has this access].  

 

Next, the main person: you;  … gets a same gender boyfriend; which isn’t abnormal then or minority 

relations then; and that he has nothing in common with; his boyfriend doesn’t work, money in access 

doesn’t exist; his boyfriend doesn’t have a place to live and this is before homelessness has turned to a 

social cause to clear especially problems of entropy and its mandated ethics.  

 

He stays over some times, and is especially affectionate. Hint: when you [the main lifer] tell him your 

name he doesn’t seem to understand, but he seems to understand you in other ways. 

One day you meet his dad; and he rapes you when the lights go out. The lines are gray [back then] 

because rape is your form of sexual practice; except it’s not exactly rape. So what does that mean.  

Shortly after, you are dead.  
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Usually as of now, in prediction models of the future: you are dead in an unjust way, and then before 

you die you start to be raped because you will die; but the death in an unjust way never has to come, 

and so this is one way to stop being raped.  

 

The day you die, you are wearing a very flamboyant outfit in flamboyant coloring its part of your 

compensation at your work; clothing and such; and you have been to work. But as all the clichés say you 

leave early. There is a celebration.  

 

Your death was planned; it’s better put: but I don’t want to take away your power over yourself: your 

murder was planned without you noticing. The perpetrators all these years later remember you though 

none of them are particularly attentive to others and in general. 

They were so far, collected: Your boyfriend,  

Some lady who you saw on your way to work a few days a week; who knew your boyfriend 

Your boyfriend’s dad 

Your sister who said he was your brother; that you couldn’t recall prior to your death 

[and so far other, several other characters] 

Research Interests: Memory after death of victimization; what is in significance changed immediately. 

Of course you might want to define the size of static immediately, first. [or something] 

 

Ethical Interactions of Investigation: 

Primary Investigators receive visual recordings that are mildly interactive with their reality function to 

assess and examine more details of your life prior to your murder; and they then collect pertaining to 

each investigator relevant observations and data.  

 

Future Continuing Conversations … 

How the dead [in dead body or perhaps more sensibly turning to dead body ] through victimized murder 

are treated after they are killed by their perpetrators and does this transfer to a new recollection?  

More evidence for … you have that feeling.  
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